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Interview
It's 828 and women in particular being encouraged to March for justice in wangaratta. Now, it's
taking place next week. It's on Monday. It's been instigated by Women's Health goulburn
Northeast who say that they are fed up with the status quo that silences and ignores women's
voices and that exploits and controls women's bodies that did. Use women's experiences. That's
find out more Amanda Kelly CEO at Women's Health goulburn Northeast. Hi Amanda. Hi Sandra,
how you doing? Not too bad. And I guess over the last, you know couple of days we've been
talking about, you know, what's happening in terms of the monarchy and all of that but there
were some very important television viewing I guess on the 7:30 report and on four corners
particularly in regard to Canberra and really starting that conversation about the way that
women. Minar spoken about and spoken with and the experiences that they have why has this
much come about thanking a much was actually conceived as a march on Canberra and the
original idea was of it was a woman who just said look we need to be heard and we need to make
sure that politicians here. So let march on Canberra on the 15th. It's a sitting day and let's aim
for Some women and allies to be at Canberra and to let them hear that we're not happy with the
way that the behaviour and the responses to allegations have been handled. Sorry centre There's
just a little bit of feedback and I'm having trouble. Oh, sorry. Sorry, you sound absolutely fine on
our end. But if you're getting an echo back, I know how annoying that can be. Yes. Thank you.
You that's so I don't keep going, but I just want to let you know why keep pausing. So in terms
of yeah, so in terms of this March you mentioned that you wanted to march on camera, but it will
be happening in wangaratta. That's right. So there are actually a like marches around Australia.
So for people who can't make it to Canberra so we know that the people in our region are also
frustrated, by the way, these what's been happening in Canberra in particular in politics in
general and So we can we give an opportunity for people who can't make it to Canberra to come
to wangaratta. So we're welcoming people from all over the region to come on Monday at 12
o'clock and to meet us at the King George Gardens and we will walk two rivers Dale's for a
Riverside Square from 12:00 to 1:30 and will be just making some noise and making our voices
heard and living essentially joining in with their Canberra. Allies and saying enough is enough.
Hmm. And in fact that is one of the hashtags as well enough is enough as well as the hashtag fed
up. So I mean this really does mean it tells you just exactly the sentiment behind this. Well look
exactly I mean, you know, we really just want so for example, our local member Palin Haynes
has been talking about the integrity and Australian integrity. Choose rise to build to talk about
this this feeds into this. This is not a new conversation the allegations of a reason and have made
have made the public sphere right now. But you know as we know from four corners and from
from other stories and because we've heard these things these allegations like this could have
been made publicly at other times, you know. The culture in Parliament doesn't allow women and
to be open about their experiences things. We need that we need a safe workplace for absolutely
everybody.
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